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roughly includes Cologne in the north-west, Strasbourg and Basle to the south, then, bending eastward, Constance, Ulm and Augsburg, and finally, rising to the north, Nuremberg and Regensburg.
All Renaissance cities attached a prominent role to instrumental music in their social worlds, but this was nowhere more true than in the German urban centres. Here music was valued not only for its own sake but was woven into the fabric of daily life. The pervasive quality of music is illustrated by the curious wording of a political document in sixteenth-century Nuremberg. In that city, as elsewhere, social mobility had slowed down as the class structure solidified in the course of the fifteenth century. The upper levels of society strengthened their hold on the city's power structure in 1521 by restricting the numbers of those eligible to participate in political decisions. This elite was defined by statute as 'those families who used to dance in the Rathaus in the olden days, and who still dance there'.' The dance, of course, demanded instrumental participation, and this serves as a vivid example of the potent interlacing of music and social ritual so characteristic of that time and region. Nurtured by a supportive local culture, German lutenists, organists and wind players reached high levels of international prestige. The emphasis of this study is the wind players and their role in the period 1350 to 1500.
Urban society supported music in a variety of ways: some through the mechanism of direct subsidy, some through indirect but institutionalised subsidy, some through individual support of all manner of music. The focus here is on direct subsidy, but this focus should be understood as an attempt to profile only one level of musical activity. Indirect subsidy was mostly devoted to sacred music, and in Germany became increasingly important only later in the fifteenth century.2 Individual support, and the activities of individual, i.e. freelance, musicians, are subjects which are difficult to approach because of the very poor documentation that remains of such activity. Tantalising fragments from such sources as tax records and chronicles, however, underline the fact that music patronised through direct expenditure of municipal funds was only one part of a broad base of music making. 
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Direct patronage, in German centres, was concentrated on ensemble performers of wind instruments. Less commonly, though the music involved was apparently of high quality, some cities included performers on the organ, lute and viol in their payrolls. Most also maintained a corps of watchmen on the walls and towers, some of whom were equipped with various kinds of 'horn'. In southern German towns these watchmen were individuals, and were not organised into ensembles. The watchmen played simple signal instruments, and they were not musicians in any important sense. Scribes in Augsburg and Nuremberg, for example, were particularly careful in referring to these instruments as horns and not trumpets. In cities in Flanders some civic ensembles developed as an outgrowth of watchmen groups. This was not the pattern in German cities, especially in the south.3
Other recipients of direct payment from municipal funds were what were termed varenden leuten: travelling or, more accurately, visiting, players. The accounts listing 'travellers' record visits of musicians from courts and from other cities. Court records themselves, sadly, have almost totally vanished, and in some instances the accounts of visitors record activities of city musicians where town records themselves have also not survived. This category of expenditure provides an invaluable mirror of a musical world which would otherwise be lost to us.
The primary urban ensemble was a wind band. The normal instrumentation was one of two shawms, bombard and trombone. The players, however, were normally called pfeifer, shawmists, no matter what they played. In any case, as professional ensemble musicians, they were expected to master a variety of instruments. It is essential to understand that the term 'pfeifer' could be both specific and general, like the modern term 'horn' (for present-day players horn can mean quite specifically the French horn, or, especially for jazz musicians, almost anything that will produce a musical sound). Ulrich Schubinger the younger was a pfeifer with the Augsburg civic ensemble from 1482 to 1502. He subsequently joined the court ensemble of Maximilian I, where he was designated a posauner (trombonist). After the death of Maximilian, he was engaged by the Bishop of Salzburg, where he was described as a player of 'viol, trombone, shawm, lute and other instruments'.4 The range of meanings of pfeifer was so widely understood by musicians and scribes alike that the need for specific designation was superfluous and needlessly troublesome. Such references as the hiring of a 'pfeifer, schalmeyer' (as in Munich in 1434) or the designation of Georg Plaicher (also in Munich, in 1500) as a 'pfeifer, posauner' were quite unusual.5
One of my underlying arguments is that modern scholarship has not adequately understood either the general or, paradoxically, the specific nature of the terminology of that time, with the result that the impressive range and influence of German instrumental music has not been well understood. Also at issue is an awareness of chronological development. The evidence presented here, one presumes, should show that in some instances vital changes took place within a span of thirty years. Vastly different material conditions faced musicians in 1450 from those that had prevailed in 1380. Musical demands of 1500 were far from those made of musicians in 1400. Lack of adequate chronological focus has been a flaw of much modern scholarship. questions. One concerns the origins of the instrumental ensemble tradition; the other concerns the inception of the trombone. As will be shown, sophisticated ensemble traditions were developed much earlier than has been realised, and the trombone, when seen in the light of the documentation of urban Germany, is more ancient than had been thought.
1350-1380: ORIGINS OF URBAN ENSEMBLES
Of the ensemble wind instruments, the shawm evolved first, and was a fully developed instrument well before 1350. The tenor-sized shawm, the bombard, seems to have developed some time during the first half of the fourteenth century. This instrument was characterised by the addition of a key mechanism which permitted the player to cover the farthest extension, the seventh hole. It was probably the development of this instrument, and the resulting refinement of performance techniques in both the treble and tenor instruments, which led to the comment in Tielmann Ehnen von Wolfhagen's Limburger Chronik (1360): 'the manner of shawm playing, which was previously not so good, has been changed and improved. Thus, one who was considered a good player in this area just five or six years ago doesn't amount to a hill of beans now . The exact sizes of fourteenth-and fifteenth-century instruments are impossible for us to determine. No instruments survive, and we have only inexact iconographical sources. Illustrations do suggest that players then worked with two general sizes: a small one, a soprano, and a larger one, a tenor, pitched about a fourth below the soprano. Iconography and archival sources indicate that these two sizes were sufficient until about 1500. A few illustrations suggest that other sizes may have been known but were unusual. Tastes changed in the sixteenth century, however, and a full consort did then develop. In any case, by about 1350 the double-reed components of the wind band were developed mechanically and had evidently The performances of the ensembles were for important civic ceremonies, especially at receptions of official guests, in processions, and at dances, banquets and weddings. Their presence very soon became a requisite at all important ritual events. The tie between the image of dignity and prosperity of the city and ceremonial music was a critical link in the establishment of a basis for the support of professional musicians in urban society.'0
The depth of the tradition in German cities by 1360 is remarkable. In Flanders, city groups were still tied to watchmen functions, and most often played tromps, which would seem to have been more a kind of signal instrument. In Italy, too, signal instruments were on the scene by the beginning of the fourteenth century. 
1350-1420
To approach the early history of the trombone is to enter a terminological quagmire. Names for the instrument varied from century to century, from country to country and, in German lands, from region to region. Iconographical sources, useful in other ways, are not helpful, especially in this early period. Musical documentation is, of course, extremely sparse.14 A first step would be to establish an understanding concerning modern terminology. The definitive feature of the trombone was, and still is, the slide mechanism, which most scholars have agreed seems to have developed in three stages: (1) In a search through archival documents, the methodology may be narrowly defined. Almost all the sources which refer to the trombone in the early fifteenth century make it clear that its early history was inseparably bound with the development of the shawm band. Thus we are looking for documents which mention the trombone under two conditions. (1) The instrument must be shown to be performing with shawms. (2) The instrument must be a brass instrument, but not a signal instrument -that is, it must be one for a musician, not for a watchman.
In Nuremberg, beginning in 1380, a band of stadtpfeifer appears in the quarterly lists of municipal employees. In 1388 one of the players died. The subsequent payment was to two pfeifer and to a new musician. He was called aposauner. His identification with the pfeifer ensemble is unmistakable. He was paid at the same rate as the pfeifers, and as is clear from the following pay lists, the two pfeifers and posaune were considered a unit (they were listed together). After three such payments, the scribal inconvenience of the special mention of the trombone was dropped, and the posaunist was lumped together under the heading stadt pfeifer in following payments. No further special mention is made of the trombone for about half a century in Nuremberg.21
In Augsburg, scribal practice yielded an even briefer specific glimpse of the activity of trombonists. Throughout the 1360s an ensemble of pfeifers, usually three, had been engaged for various ceremonial occasions, usually being termed simply pfeifers. In 1368, however, for one such occasion the payment was to two pfeifers and a 'passran' (posaune). Just as fleeting was the scribal situation in Cologne. There, where the accounts were generally in Latin, the wind band appeared throughout the 1370s, and the players were called fistulatores. One entry in Cologne, however, gives a precious scrap of detail: a payment on 14 April 1372 to 'Johannis trumpenario et fistulatoribus'. The association of the brass instrument with shawms seems clear. In addition, the Cologne scribes usually referred to a signal instrument as a 'horn', cornu, or some related term. 
Instrumental music in Renaissance Germany
More specific is the description in a Dortmund chronicle of the inception of the stadt pfeifer in that city in 1363. This ensemble was, according to the chronicler, composed of two pfeifers and a posaunist. The trombonist was to be paid six marks, the others five marks each. That they played together is supported in that the same livery was provided for all, of brown fabric with stripes on the sleeves. Just as specific, although slightly later and further afield, was the accounting in Deventer in 1390 of a payment to 'Master Claus, with his trumpet, and two other pipers who came to our council banquet' ('Meyster Clawes mit dem drumpen ende twee andern pipers die tot onser scepen maeltyt quamen'). The scribe considered Claus to be a musician, a piper (with the other pipers), and also a master -a term on occasion applied to wind musicians, but never at this time to signal trumpet players. Deventer lay in a language area between the more German usage of Cologne and the Flemish of Bruges and Ghent, where trompe or trompette were the common terms for the trombone. Also on the Flemish side of Cologne was Aachen, where in 1385 we find a pairing of payments: first, 'for the pipers' horses, there were four' ('van den piiffer perden, der was 4'), followed by 'to the two pipers, our [city] pipers, 7 g. each' ('den piiferen zwen, unsern pifferen, manlich 7 g.') and to 'the two trumpets [trombones], each 7 g.' ('den zwen trumperen manlich 7 g.'). The scribe (with his language much closer to Flemish than is the case of the language of Aachen today) considered the brass players as part of the piper ensemble, as is clear from their payment for horses. Also, they were all paid at the same rate. Thus, a brass instrument was known by about 1350, one which was not a signal instrument. This was an instrument which was played by a musician, and which was combined with shawms. Yet the critical question remains, was it a slide instrument? I believe so, for the terminology is surprisingly consistent, once one sorts out regional scribal practices. 'Posaune' was not used in southern Germany in contexts where it could be confused with a signal instrument.26 This was the case from the fourteenth century to the end of the fifteenth century. From the sixteenth century onwards, of course, the term posaune has been the standard one for the trombone. The Italian term 'trombone' began somewhat later, but once introduced has been just as consistent. The French term trompette des menestrels was similarly specific, although it was replaced late in the fifteenth century by the term sacqueboute. The trombone was, to be sure, often simply called a 'trumpet' in all language areas in the fifteenth century (especially so in Flanders). Scribes, however, had more specific terms when they needed them. Wind instruments were hardly the exclusive interest of the cities in the period 1380 to 1420, for subsidy was also directed to other musicians. In Nuremberg a lutenist appeared in the accounts of 1427 who was soon joined by another musician who played both lute and viol. In the 1430s this developed into a combination of chamber organ (a portatiefer) and a lutenist, and the subsidies continue throughout the remainder of the fifteenth century. Conrad Paumann held the post of organist from 1447 to 1450. Augsburg, oddly, seems not to have followed the lead of Nuremberg, possibly because such players were backed by private patronage. N6rdlingen, a distinctly smaller city, supported an organist, and provided funds for the construction of an organ. Support for organists, especially later in the fifteenth century, was not unusual in German cities. Nonetheless, regular support of players of bas instruments seems to have been more a court than an urban concern, for it was the courts that consistently maintained stables of lutenists, 'sprechers', viol ensembles and, in some cases, organists. Concern here is with 'official' disbursements of funds, as tax lists reveal that even if not on subsidy, performers of soft instruments were resident, and professionally active, in the cities. The travelling nature of these musicians should not be misunderstood. These musicians were hardly disreputable vagabonds, as has been suggested by modern discussions. On the contrary, they were quite respectable. They were constrained to be so, for they were official representatives of a noble or institution. They wore livery and large medallions, pendants which carried quite literally a seal of authority. They were also extremely well paid.
The question of prosperity of musicians has been badly misinterpreted, particularly regarding conditions in the fifteenth century. The situation has been difficult to approach, however, because official salaries, in themselves often substantial, represented only a portion of a musician's income. Most musicians supplemented their salaries from 'freelance' sources. Furthermore, civic musicians were often granted special privileges which included exemptions from taxes. Thus they were often not included in the tax rolls, which give tax rates based on assessments of wealth, and thus provide a basis for comparative analysis. The bureaucratic machinery of Augsburg produced a marvellously complete set of records of taxations, however, and for several decades after about 1440 musicians there were subject to assessment. The results are quite startling. On an average, the town musicians were in the top 15% of the wealth of the city. One player, Claus von Sulgen, reached the top 4% of the income levels of the town. He was a wealthy man, paying more in taxes than some members of the wealthy families of the city, such as the Fuggers. He was exceptionally wealthy, but it is also clear that his income as a musician probably formed the base of his wealth. He started his career paying little in taxes (which were based on total holdings), and the amounts paid gradually increased until his affluence was clearly substantial. He was exceptional, but all his colleagues were in comfortable circumstances, to say the least. More remarkable was that during the years in which Claus was in the service of the city, several town musicians chose to leave the city for court employment elsewhere, from which we may presume that salaries in courts were higher than those of the cities.36" In sum, it We have seen, in summary, that musicians from the cities of southern Germany exercised decisive influence in the early stages of instrumental music of the Renaissance, both in the development of the instruments and, probably, in matters of instrumental style. Furthermore, German musicians continued to exert leadership from the early stages, around 1350, to beyond 1500. This does not challenge the notion of prominence of the north-west axis, ItalyParis-the north, in vocal music and composition. If we wish to develop a more complete image of Renaissance musical life, however, we must also take into account a north-south corridor.
More accurately, we must recognise a northern locus of activity, a ring of cities from which radiated techniques and styles which influenced all major cultural centres of Europe.
Patronage of the arts and music has attracted distinguished scholarly efforts in recent years, but it has been courtly patronage and, to some extent, cathedral patronage that has provided the focus for musical research. Certainly urban phenomena in the north have attracted attention within the intellectual community, in the Renaissance as well as now. Machiavelli realised that the German towns were the 'nerve centres' of the empire,45 and Richard Vaughan has recently reminded us that Charles the Bold discovered the power of the northern cities on that grim day in December 1477 in front of Nancy. It was the enmity of the cities which engineered the final destruction of Charles, not the cunning machinations of Louis XI.46 The German urban centres could muster power enough to bring down the brilliant Burgundian edifice: they were also vigorous enough to germinate a musical culture which demands our respect and more of our attention.
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POSTSCRIPT
Instrumental musicians of the fifteenth century improvised. As a result musical sources are scanty, and other kinds of evidence must carry a heavier burden than in most studies of music history. When we use other bodies ofdocumentation -iconography and financial accounts, for example -we must bear in mind their peculiar characteristics, limitations and, perhaps, interrelations. The first-rank professional choruses of the mid-fifteenth century, for example, were usually listed with about sixteen members in accounts. Iconography suggests, however, that around ten was the usual size of such choirs in performance. Written accounts, especially, have their limitations, and demand special caution in their use. Peter Downey, for example, stated in 'The Renaissance Slide Trumpet', p. 26, that buisine was the common term for the trumpet in the fourteenth century. This was not the case for Flanders or for Germany. What we must realise is that scribal practice and language tended to be peculiar to one area and to one time. Flemish cities (including those also in Brabant), Holland (including Leiden, Amsterdam and Dordrecht), an area centred on Cologne, and Bavaria, for example, formed four reasonably distinct 'zones' of scribal practice in about 1400. Southern German scribes called shawmists (and wind players in general) pfeifers, and distinguished between civic signal instruments ('horns') and the more musical brass instrument (the posaune). Scribes in northern Germany, perhaps under the influence ofCologne, clung to Latin for longer than was the case in the south. Fistulatoris was their term for a wind player, and they preferred to form their term for trombone from the root tromp or trump (trumpenario, for example). They preferred cornu for city watchmen's instruments, although they were not as consistent as was the case in ', pp. 16-17) . When more specific terminology was necessary we encounter such terms as velt trumpet (field trumpet as in Augsburg and Antwerp) or the distinction between trompette de guerre and trompette des menestrels (as at the Burgundian court). The four 'zones' (as well as others) each produced vast quantities of documentation on the activities of musicians. This documentation does furnish us with the most extensive base of data available concerning the conditions of music making of the time. When used with care, the terminology drawn from this base can be reliable. We can be fairly sure that some form of slide trumpet was known to German musicians in the late fourteenth century. We can be certain that this was the case, from terminology, from shortly after 1400 in Germany, Flanders and Italy and at Frenchspeaking courts. Still, the terminology tells us little about the specific shape of the instruments, and even less about procedures involved in improvised performance practices. We can supplement the former with iconography, the second with theoretical treatises. Nevertheless, an understanding of contemporary terminology is necessary, and archival documentation, when used appropriately, provides an invaluable tool to assist in answering the questions we face concerning instrumental music of the Renaissance.
